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RELATIONSHIPS
WITH OUR
CUSTOMERS, OUR
INNOVATION AND
THE QUALITY OF
OUR SERVICE HAS
BEEN THE KEY TO
OUR SUCCESS AND
GROWTH.
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HEAD OFFICE - THAILAND
150/91 Moo 3, Thepharak Rd, Bangplee Yai, Bangplee
Samutprakarn 10540 Thailand
Phone +66 (0) 2755-3380

ABOUT US
Alsco has been providing professional textile rental services in Asia Pacific since 1963 and in Thailand
since the early 2000’s. The company is a wholly owned subsidiary of Alsco Incorporated, which was
established in Lincoln, Nebraska by the Steiner family in 1889. Today Alsco is still owned by the Steiner
family and employs over 16,000 people worldwide.
In order to provide our customers with a total managed service solution, Alsco taps into their global
experience but operates autonomously with local management in Thailand. We operate a state-ofthe-art industrial laundry facility and work closely with local supply partners. This generates significant
cost savings and ensures high quality, consistency and availability of products.
In Thailand, our rental services include a fully managed supply and laundry service for an extensive
range of industrial, protective and image wear suitable to the food manufacturing, hospitality,
pharmaceutical, technological, electronics, engineering, medical, industrial and field service industries.
Our industrial laundry processing, which adheres to HACCP standards, includes a clean-room packing
facility to ensure your safety and compliance needs are in safe hands.

Alsco is rapidly growing in Thailand to support local manufacturing that delivers product to both the
domestic and export markets. With our plant conveniently located in Bangplee, Samutprakarn we
employ a large production workforce, processing tens of thousands of garments per day and deliver
to 200+ key locations or customers throughout Thailand.
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We also provide matting and floor care services including dust control, wet area, fatigue, message,
safety and non-slip mats. These products not only enhance our customers’ image but protect their
floors, help maintain clean facilities and are a valuable part of any OH&S safety program.

DISTRIBUTION CAPABILITIES
Also has designed and purchased our own customised delivery vehicles that help us ensure garments
can be transported and delivered efficiently whilst the finish and image of uniforms is maintained at
the highest standard.
We have a rapidly growing fleet of 10+ vehicles servicing our customers 7 days per week. The common
regions of Thailand that we cover are the Eastern Seaboard, Samutprakarn, Samutsakhon, Bangkok
and its northern region - we are always looking for opportunities to extend this reach.
Each one of our Customer Service Delivery people have a dedicated route that ensures they have
an intimate understanding of their customers’ needs. They not only deliver clean and pick up soiled
garments, but also maintain locker rooms, distribute garments into storage units, manage inventory
changes, change mats, educate wearers, size staff, collate repairs and liaise with customer contacts at
multiple levels to ensure your every need is being attended to.
For each route we have multiple people trained and inducted on-site to provide the necessary cover
during periods of leave which ensures an uninterrupted service for our customers.
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Alsco not only provides the uniforms to your site but upon request can also supply locker storage
systems for clean garments and soil bins for soiled garments thereby ensuring our garments are
delivered and stored on your site in a professional and compliant manner.
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With Alsco’s presence in Australia, New Zealand, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore and China we are
pleased to offer our clients a coordinated service throughout Asia and the Pacific that ensures you will
leverage off your total spend in the region.

WHY BUY
WHEN YOU CAN RENT
Every business knows the importance of cashflow. When a large purchase is made, it can have a
noticeable impact on the cash resources of a company. When you rent, however, the cashflow impact
is avoided. Therefore a convenient, economical rental program will provide the benefits of clean,
quality uniforms with no capital investment for your business. Our price includes supply as well as
upgrades, size changes, inventory management, tailoring, wearer management, repairs, pick up and
delivery, laundering, storage systems, RFID tracking and all necessary account management. Because
you pay as you go, your spend with Alsco will fluctuate with your business demand.
Purchasing your own garments and washing via an on-premise laundry or having staff home
wash not only means you are tying up precious capital, but as managing uniforms isn’t your core
business, there are often struggles with managing inventory costs effectively, repairing or badging
garments, purchasing in small runs for upgrades or increases, guaranteeing hygienic sanitised
uniforms, guaranteeing adherence to food safety or compliance standards and ensuring a high quality
consistent image. An outsourced laundry solution with Alsco guarantees safety standards are met,
ensures you will have the highest quality industrial garments and our hassle free service provides an
excellent boost to employee morale.
We have become a world leader in developing and implementing new procedures to improve the
rental process for clients such as RFID chipped items to maximise service accuracy and personal
garment lockers to provide employees with a secure, personal space for their uniforms.

TAILORED SERVICES
Alsco’s many years of experience providing professionally managed rental services
makes us the ideal choice for any business. The bottom line is we will create an
effective program to suit your specific needs. We do the work while you maintain
control. Alsco can tailor services specifically for your company, giving you more
time to focus on the things your business does best.
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MARKET
LEADING
TECHNOLOGY
TEXTILE TRACKING SOFTWARE
& RFID CHIPPING
In 2004 Alsco developed an industry specific textile
tracking software system that has been designed to provide
clear customer orientated data. This system is now fully
integrated, used and supported internationally by Alsco’s
own IT and R&D departments. The system delivers solutions
to manage our entire business including customer data,
garment/product tracking, route management, production
packout, general ledger finances, invoicing, usage reporting
and all customer account management needs.
A key component of the Alsco garment software system is
the utilisation of RFID or UHF tracking chips. These chips
are fitted into all garments and specified products and
supply substantial and accurate data for analysis. This means
we are able to simply identify and track items and produce
reports that provide valuable information for managing the
costs associated with using a textile rental system. Data
contained on the chips includes account number, client
name, wearer name, garment style, size, issue date and
usage statistics.
Many of the reporting KPI’s required by customers are
already set up in our system and can be supplied for
analysis. If other information is required, additional reports
can usually be developed through programs written by our
IT specialists. Reports are available as both ‘soft’ and ‘hard’
options in txt and excel formats, by exception or with full
detail. These reports are reviewed by the Account Manager
with the customer, on their regular visits.
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Our customised software gives us the ability to highlight
non-usage and/or variations in usage of garments and
product, identifying un-necessary spend and giving us the
flexibility to make swift inventory changes, removing or
increasing product as necessary. Usage reports are also a
critical factor in meeting your HACCP food safety or other
compliance standards as the use of clean garments down to
the wearer level and date of use can be easily identified.

DATA MANAGEMENT
& REPORTING
Alsco’s customised software provides clients with data management reporting
that identifies efficiencies, drives cost reduction and eliminates waste. Reports
can be accessed at an individual wearer level, or consolidated to provide an
organisational overview.
Examples of these reports include...

TURNOVER BY
GARMENT REPORT

MONTHLY GARMENT
TURNOVER BY USER

Highlights overall garment
usage, their lifecycle in the
system and detects any
disappearance of garments
as they occur;

A detailed analysis of
garment usage down to
an individual wearer level
allowing for the observation
of trends and detection of
any anomalies;

LOW USAGE
REPORT
Identifies individuals who
are not utilising the service
regularly.

MISSING GARMENT
REPORT
As an exception report it
complements the Turnover
by Garment Report in
preventing garment
shortages well before they
turn into a problem;
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WHAT
MAKES
ALSCO THE
MARKET
LEADER?
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MANAGED GARMENT
RENTAL SYSTEM
WHAT OUR SERVICE INCLUDES
When you become an Alsco Managed Garment Rental System customer, you not only receive a
regular pickup, delivery and laundering service, you receive the full benefit of Alsco’s extensive
world-wide experience in total garment management. This means a full range of ongoing
services is implemented to ensure every aspect of your company’s uniform requirements is
covered and kept under control.

GARMENT SUPPLY
Alsco garments have been purposely designed for Industrial laundering. Our supply chain is
paramount to our rental business and is constantly being trialled and tested to ensure our
standards are not compromised. We only use the worlds best garment manufacturers so that
we can ensure our garments are of the highest quality and present you with the best image
available.

LAUNDERING PROCESS
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GARMENT UPKEEP
The history of any garment and the number of
washes it has undertaken can be provided to
a customer upon request. At Alsco we launder
to an agreed standard, not a garment life cycle.
Certain garments may be utilised more often
than others and therefore may need replacing
sooner. Once a garment reaches the end of its life
cycle there is no financial obligation, despite the
fact that it still may be in service. As part of our
service, we replace garments that need replacing
due to fair wear and tear free of charge. This
ensures your image is maintained at the highest
of standards at all times.

SIZE CHANGES
If a wearer has a requirement to change the size
of their garment, we will decrease the old size,
update the records on our wearer database and
issue the new size free of charge.

GARMENT STORAGE

GARMENT REPAIR PROCESS
We provide repair tags which can be attached
to garments when maintenance or alterations
are required. A special bin can also be supplied
if needed; otherwise, as long as the sticker is
attached to the barcode area of the garment, it
will be identified upon receipt. These garments
go through a different process whereby
maintenance or alterations are made free of
charge before being laundered, and returned with
the normal delivery cycle.

DAMAGED GARMENTS
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The same process will be followed as per an
alteration or repair. If the damage is unrepairable
then this garment will be replaced. In the case
of deliberate damage or loss, the residual
percentage owing against the garment
replacement charge will be charged back to the
customer. The residual value of that garment
is based on the replacement value, less a
depreciation rate for each month the garment is
in service or each wash cycle it has undergone.

Alsco can provide lockers as well as a service
where we place the garments into the lockers.
This service guarantees that each staff member
has personalised, clean garments ready for use in
their own locker. With our 4, 6, or 8 compartment
lockers and personal keys, users have easy access
to their items without confusion or garment
losses.
If your preference is to operate on a pool by size
system, we can also store garments in lockers
for easy access by size. After changing clean
garments, employees put used garments into
the soil collection bin locker and our service
representatives collect them for processing.
Locker service is an easy way to keep your
premises clean and organised.

PERSONALISED
OR POOL WEARERS

Our managed garment service is tailored to suit
each of our customers’ needs. Options include a
personalised system, where individuals’ named
garments are fitted and issued to each wearer,
or a pool-by-size system where staff select
garments from a pool according to their size. A
combination of both systems can also be made
available for different areas or wearers on your
site.

MONOGRAMS

Alsco can provide and attach all types of sublimated
or embroidered monograms to your garments
including company logo, wearer name, supervisor,
visitor, 1st aid, safety representative or fire warden.

SIZING & TAILORING SERVICE

After the styles have been confirmed, it is very
important that every user is fitted out correctly.
The Alsco service team will ensure this is done by
fitting each wearer using prewashed garments
and logging any necessary alterations in our
system. Our sewing department then makes the
alterations prior to issuing the garment.

WEARER EDUCATION

The Alsco Service Delivery Person and your
Account Manager are responsible for educating
your wearers on the use of our system and
regularly liaising with them in regards to any
requests they may have. This ensures your
administration time in using our system is
absolutely minimal. A simple approval process is
established to ensure your management maintain
control, while we do the work.

STOCKING SYSTEM & INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Spares are also made available for unexpected changes, business fluctuations or short notice on new
wearers and visitors. Our Customer Service Delivery staff or Account Manager will regularly review your
inventory.
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The initial number of items needed is determined in consultation with you based on the number
of weekly changes you require and shift pattern you operate. For each of your company’s staff we
allocate a sufficient number of garments ensuring a clean and hygienic uniform is available at the
commencement of each shift. The inventory per person is determined by; changes per week, garments
in use, garments in locker, and garments in wash.

INDUSTRIAL
LAUNDRY
PRODUCT
GUARANTEE
Alsco has been laundering rental
garments globally for more than 150
years. In this time many extensive
tests have been undertaken to
determine optimal garment life.
Garments must hold their life for a
minimum of 50 washes (cotton) and
80 washes (poly cotton). Clothes
laundered at home will be washed at
an average of 40 degrees, with soap
additives used, whereas garments
laundered in our industrial process
are washed at temperatures ranging
from 80-100 degrees with special
purpose chemicals used. Therefore it is
paramount that the garments chosen
for industrial laundry use are of the
highest quality.
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Alsco guarantees any rental product
to withstand the intense wash process
of our industrial laundry. This wash
process is a requirement to achieve
thermal and chemical disinfection of
the garments. For our customers this
means that if any of their uniforms
do not hold up to our stringent
wash process, they are replaced
automatically; no questions asked.

GARMENT
RANGE &
QUALITY
Alsco has designed a range of industrial and protective
garments along with image wear that is suitable to the
food service, manufacturing, hospitality, pharmaceutical,
technological, electronics, engineering, medical, industrial
and field service industries.
The garment designs have been purpose-built in
consultation with our customers over many years and
cover your every need from practicality, comfort, safety
and image. Garment features include breathable and
high soil release fabrics, steel press studs, nickel dome
concealed closures, heat resistant zips, knitted collars
or cuffs, internal pockets, tool pockets, action backs, air
circulation vents and sleeve patterns that ensure ultimate
wearer comfort and mobility.
The fabrics used include poly cotton for regular use
and comfort, spun poly for longer wearing and high soil
release, cotton for hot work, anti-static ESD for lint free
and specialised uses and fire retardant garments for high
risk industries.
Our range of colours will ensure you have the best
application for your business and that different areas
of your business can be identified with piping, coloured
collars or badging.
Our Business Development Consultants will work with
you to present the best range of garments depending on
your use and particular requirements.

FABRIC TESTING
Our garment suppliers maintain a strict testing program of all their materials.
They test each batch for tensile strength, colorfastness and resistance to
bleach, before any garment is manufactured from any material. The Alsco
industrial wash process exposes garments to intense washing and drying and
therefore material performance is of paramount importance to us.

FABRIC DYEING
All industrial fabrics used are vat dyed with no exceptions (vs reactive dyes).
This ensures colour stability and colorfastness within the laundry process.

THREADS
All threads used are a poly cotton core spun cotton thread. This ensures the
thread does not deteriorate within the industrial laundry process and the
garment unravels. Our garment suppliers use a heavier weight thread to our
competitors purely for industrial laundry purposes.

SEWING
Our industrial clothing is double stitched to ensure garment strength, bar
tacked at pressure points to ensure unravelling and thread is fed through top
feed safety stitchery to reduce gathering and tangling.
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UNLIKE GENERAL PURPOSE RETAIL MATS,
ALSCO MATS ARE DESIGNED WITH THE
FOLLOWING FEATURES:
HIGH TWIST PILE
Maximises dirt and moisture capture within mat whilst still looking clean
NON SLIP BACK
Prevents slips and falls or creeping of mat on floors
NITRILE RUBBER
Ensures mat lies flat on floor
PICTURE FRAME BACK
Contains moisture within perimeter of mat
BEVELLED EDGING
Removes trip hazard and ensures trolleys can be rolled over mat
14

SOLUTION DYED
Maintains colour and image
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ALSCO MATS
DELIVER COMPLETE
FLOORCARE
SOLUTIONS
Alsco’s floor care rental service includes an extensive range of
mats that covers all applications. We change and launder the
mats on an agreed cycle that suits your business.

NYLON DUST MAT
Dust control, floor
protection, general
cleanliness, prevent
slips and falls,
enhances image

WET AREA MAT
Contains moisture
in wet areas and
prevent slips and falls

ANTI-FATIGUE MAT
Reduces fatigue and
improves employee
productivity
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LOGO MAT
Promotes your
company logo and
image

STANDARD ALSCO MAT SIZES ARE 5X3, 6X4 AND 8X3
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MESSAGE MAT
Promotes safety,
quality and other key
workplace messages

ALSCO SERVICE TEAM
& ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
We select a team of people to service each new customer and ensure a smooth transition
across to Alsco services. Your Alsco service team will play a vital role in maintaining and
ensuring the expected level of service is delivered and maintained. The following is a brief
description of key personnel and their roles within the Alsco structure.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER (BDM)
The BDM will be responsible to ensure your initial scope of works is met, terms are agreed,
agreement documentation is complete and the account is established and installed to your
satisfaction.

SERVICE DELIVERY PERSON
Completes regular deliveries and pick up, manages organisation of locker room and distribution
of garments into storage, communicates with specified contacts and wearers on a daily basis
to ensure all operational issues can be dealt with promptly. Sizes new wearers, completes
documentation for increases and decreases as required.

SERVICE ACCOUNT MANAGER
Regularly visits the site to audit quality of delivery work, complete stocktakes, conduct wearer
feedback surveys and review usage reports with customer to ensure inventory and cost control.

BRANCH SERVICE MANAGER
Attends regular Key Performance Review meetings with the customer, completes renewals,
reviews our value proposition and addresses any high level customer requirements.

BRANCH GENERAL MANAGER
Oversees management of the service department and coordination with other internal
departments to ensure customers’ needs are met, directs innovation and strategy for
continuous improvement. Attends regular Key Performance Review meetings with customers.

OTHERS..
Back in the branch our structure includes a Production Manager who leads a team, Finance
Manager, Textile Purchasing Manager and Training Manager, each of whom leads team of people
ensuring that the quality of our products and all aspects of our service are delivered to our
customers at the highest standard.
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A sample of the Key Performance Measures that we review with our customers include...
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>
>
>
>
>

Delivery in full and on time (DIFOT)
Invoice delivery documentation and usage reporting is on time and accurate
Product quality standards and specifications are met in full
Service staff are helpful and friendly
Wearer satisfaction measures are met

INVOICING &
ADMINISTRATION
Alsco provides invoices as hard copies or electronically on a monthly basis. This
can be supported with a variety of usage reports if required as detailed earlier
in this document. With each delivery we will also provide a delivery docket to
support the monthly invoice.
Our pricing is controlled via a central price group structure which ensures all
products across multiple wearers and locations are charged at the agreed unit
price and cannot be adjusted without the necessary approval.
We offer a number of billing mechanisms for our Managed Garment Rental
Service, however we are also flexible to tailor an arrangement that suits
your needs. Please refer to the section titled Terms & Conditions above for
confirmation on which billing mechanism your proposal has been based upon.

RENTAL – EXPECTED PICK UP
Once inventory has been determined, the number of changes required is
agreed. This then becomes the expected pick up quantity and the minimum
charge quantity to which our unit price applies. This price includes the rental,
laundering, delivery and all associated services including account management.
The inventory is set to ensure you always have the necessary quantity of clean
garments available at the start of each shift.

RENT & WASH
Under this arrangement you pay a rental charge per item in inventory. A
separate wash price is charged on presentation of the garment for washing.
Again the wash charge includes the laundering, delivery and all associated
services including account management.
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WE WELCOME THE OPPORTUNITY FOR
CUSTOMERS TO VISIT OUR PLANT TO
ENSURE THAT IT MEETS WITH THEIR
REQUIREMENTS AND TO PROVIDE ANY
SUGGESTIONS TO CONTINUOUSLY
IMPROVE OUR BUSINESS AND
PARTNERSHIP WITH THEM.
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QUALITY
ASSURANCE
& PLANT TOUR
Alsco has built a state-of-the art laundry facility in Thailand
utilising the latest in industrial wash processes and equipment.
We operate to the AS/NZ 4146:2000 Industrial Laundry
Standards and ensure that all HACCP regulations are met. Our
business has been designed to ensure our customers can meet
the quality standards that they operate to for both the domestic
and export markets.
PLC controlled washers and dryers with automated liquid
chemical dispensing systems guarantee the thermal and
chemical sanitation of garments. For industrial garments, we
have a steam tunnel to finish garments to the highest standard
available ready for delivery either on hangers or folded.
We have a custom built clean packing room for all food garments
which ensures a lint free environment where the air is separated
from the remainder of the plant. Garments are folded and usually
individually bagged in this room, ready for delivery.
We regularly conduct independent titrations of our wash process
and test the calibration of all machinery. We employ independent
auditors to test our processes and other aspects of our business
including waste water streams. We are also able to provide
regular microbiological sampling of items and work stations if
required.
Alsco understands the critical role it has to play in upholding
the principles of infection control across the entire laundry
service process. We implement regular best practice in laundry
management to facilitate this outcome, including:
•• Appropriate segregation of soiled and clean linen across all 		
processes, including linen transportation and storage 			
functions;
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•• Disinfection of all linen trolleys and storage containers;
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•• Provision of hand washing facilities in all critical areas.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
The Alsco group operates under an environmental policy which is aligned to the regulatory
standards and applicable legislation through local and regional authorities. Alsco is an
environmentally conscious and responsible Company. To meet this commitment, it is Alsco’s
policy to strive to ensure that all aspects of the Organisation have the least harmful effect on
the environment by adopting and implementing environmentally sensitive practices in all of its
operations. Alsco will:
•• Identify, implement and promote an environmental management system to consistently
endeavour to exceed the standards set for our industry. Reduce our waste quantities by
reusing and re-cycling materials where possible to demonstrate our commitment to 		
operating in an ecologically sustainable manner
•• Provide an environmentally sound workplace with operating procedures which support our
environmental management objectives.
•• Work closely with its employees, customers and the community to develop and implement
agreed environmental initiatives.
•• Partner with Suppliers and contractors who act in accordance with our 			
environmental standards.

OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH & SAFETY
In accordance with company policy to strive for a safer working environment, Alsco has an
Occupational Health and Safety Management System which covers all aspects of our plant
operation, work procedures, employee engagement, hazard reporting and safety monitoring.
Our OHSMS has 31 safety elements which are constantly implemented and reviewed. Alsco aims
to significantly decrease the risk of unsafe work practices as well as decrease the number of
accidents and injuries, while making employees aware of their rights and responsibilities.
We are proud to have an excellent Health & Safety record and can provide a full copy of Alsco’s
OH&S policy upon request.
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OUR CUSTOMERS
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